
IMMI 2018 – Import of OSM vector data



Start IMMI, choose „create new project“ and confirm with OK.



Start IMMI, choose „create new project“ and confirm with OK.



In the dialogue for the project properties leave the default setting
„Noise (Outdoor propagation)“ and confirm with OK.



First, it is important to save the project. Please got to the respective
icon.



Select the path, create a project name and press „Save“.



Now click the icon for the OSM import.



Confirm the appearing copyright dialogue with „Yes“.



This will open a full screen view of OpenStreetMap.



Other maps are available in the dropdown menu.



Enter the desired location of the project – in our example we will 
choose New York – and press „Search“.



Use the map zoom - either by srolling or using the zoom buttons - to get
a reasonable area for the import.



Activate „Import background bitmap“.



The button „Select area“ enables you to draw an outline of the desired
area on the map. In our example we will simply proceed with OK.



Now the OSM vector data has been downloaded to the folder of the
project file and the import dialogue opens.



Here we can choose the map features to be imported to the project as
well as the IMMI element type they sould be converted to.



We activate the map features buildings, streets and rail in our example.



The building height is considered according to OSM data if available. 
For buildings without height information, you can define a default value.



For the features streets and rail, you can choose the IMMI element they
should be converted to.



Then press“Search map features in file“.



The dialogue gives a brief overview of the number of elements that
have been found in the .osm file.



At this point you can apply additional settings on the tab „detailed
settings“.



Map features are sorted in sub categories which can be deactivated
according to the user‘s needs. Further parameters can be changed, too.



Going back to the import tab, first press import and then OK.



In order to adjust the work area of the project to the import area
confirm the dialogue with „Yes“. 



All selected map features have been imported to IMMI. Check the
element list to view the element properties.



Buildings are imported in the groups building_hXml or building_hdefault
according to the origin of the height value.



The label represents the street address if this information is available in 
OSM. 



Road sources are categorized into sub categories and placed in 
groups accordingly.



The same applies for railway sources.



Close the element list to have a look at the 3D model.



In order to start the 3D viewer click the respective icon.



The setup of the model is now complete.


